Faculty of Linguistics, Philology & Phonetics

General Linguistics Seminar Trinity Term 2022

The following seminars will be given on Mondays 5:15 pm (weeks 2-5)

Room 2, Taylorian Institute - Please note week 4 will be on TEAMS.

To receive a Teams invitation for 4th week contact jane.cunning@ling-phil.ox.ac.uk

ALL WELCOME

2nd week: 2nd May

Variation, change and phonetic grounding:
The case of the mid-front vowels of Turkish
Dr Stephen Nichols
(University of Oxford)

**********

3rd week: 9th May

Challenging FocusP: Interrogative Clauses Containing Contrastive Foci.
Professor Vieri Samek-Ludovici
(UCL)

**********

4th week: 16th May (on TEAMS)

Affect and linguistic anomaly in sentences: An ERP investigation
Dr Veena Dwivedi
(Brock University)

**********

5th week: 23rd May

On the variable status of partial control:
A comparative study of French, German, Icelandic and English
Professor Michelle Sheehan
(Newcastle University)

Conveners: Aditi Lahiri - Kerstin Hoge - Wolfgang de Melo